Recent observations show dramatic changes of the Arctic atmosphere-ice-ocean system. Here the authors demonstrate, through the analysis of a vast collection of previously unsynthesized observational data, that over the twentieth century the central Arctic Ocean became increasingly saltier with a rate of freshwater loss of 239 Ϯ 270 km 3 decade
Introduction
Exchanges between the Arctic and North Atlantic Oceans have a profound influence on the circulation and thermodynamics of each basin (Aagaard and Carmack 1994) . The Arctic Ocean is one of the major source regions for the surface waters of the subpolar seas, in which weak stratification leads to deep convection, a key contributor to the global thermohaline circulation (Dickson et al. 2000) . Indeed, modeling results provided evidence that the North Atlantic thermohaline circulation may be strengthened by 10%-20% in response to a decrease of ice outflow of 800 km 3 (Mauritzen and Häkkinen 1997) .
How much of high-latitude ice-freshwater export is driven by change in Arctic Ocean freshwater budget due to anomalous river runoff and precipitation? What is the role of ice melt/freezing and isopycnal heaving? How much does wind-driven circulation affect the Arctic Ocean's freshwater content (FWC)? Several studies address some of these and other questions related to changes in the FWC of the Polar Basin (e.g., Aagaard and Carmack 1989; Proshutinsky et al. 2002; Häkkinen and Proshutinsky 2004; Swift et al. 2005; Peterson et al. 2006; Steele and Ermold 2007) . In this study, through the analysis of a vast collection of previously unsynthesized observational data, we examine freshwater changes in the Arctic Ocean and its marginal seas over the twentieth century. Using a combination of several datasets we identify major causes of these long-term changes and quantify their contributions. Particular attention is paid to recent decades when the Arctic and sub-Arctic regions have undergone substantial changes (Morison et al. 2000; Serreze et al. 2000; Houghton et al. 2001; Dickson et al. 2002; ACIA 2005; Overland et al. 2004; Curry and Mauritzen 2005; Polyakov et al. 2007) . We make an attempt to identify the degree to which these changes reflect long-term trends or the low-frequency oscillation (LFO) with a time scale of 50-80 yr, which is evident in many instrumental and proxy records from the Northern Hemisphere in general (Delworth and Mann 2000; Polyakov et al. 2005) and the Arctic in particular (Mysak et al. 1990; Yi et al. 1999; Polyakov et al. 2003a Polyakov et al. ,b, 2004 Venegas and Mysak 2000; Polyakov and Johnson 2000) .
Following these objectives, the paper includes data and method descriptions (section 2 and appendix A) and analysis of long-term trends and variations of Arctic Ocean FWC (section 3) and suggests factors controlling the high-latitude FWC change (section 4). Major conclusions are given in section 5.
Data and methods
The area of the Arctic Ocean including the Siberian marginal seas (Kara, Laptev, East Siberian, and Chukchi) is shown in Fig. 1 . Important milestones for the beginning of the history of oceanographic observations on the Siberian shelf were expeditions aboard the Russian vessel A. Pervozvannii (Kara Sea, 1906) , the Norwegian ship Mod (Chukchi and East Siberian seas, FIG. 1. Map of the Arctic Ocean. The locations of deep-basin oceanographic stations used in this study are shown by red dots. Shelf-area oceanographic stations are not shown to avoid making the figure too busy. Boxes delineate regions used in the analysis of the central ocean FWC. Green lines mark Siberian and Greenland-Barents Seas regions used for regional FWC estimates. Green dots denote stations where fastice-thickness data were collected. early 1920s), and the Russian icebreaker Sibiryakov (Laptev Sea, 1932) . Episodic oceanographic observations in the Siberian seas persisted, but only after World War II (1939-45) did systematic observations begin, mostly in the summer period in ice-free areas. In the 1960s the observational program on the Siberian shelf was expanded for the winter period when Russians launched a program of winter aircraft surveys called "Sever" (North) .
A detailed description of data sources for the central Arctic Ocean may be found in Polyakov et al. (2004) . The observational database consists of updated datasets previously used for analysis of long-term variations of the Atlantic Water (AW) core temperature (AWCT). Since then, many new oceanographic stations were added to this database [see Figs. 1 and 2 in this paper and Fig. 1 from Polyakov et al. (2004) for comparison]. The most valuable addition came from several Russian North Pole manned drifting stations, which provided much-needed data for the central basin (see Gorshkov 1980 for station trajectories). Even though these additional data led to negligible changes in updated AWCT time series (not shown), they were extremely valuable for our analysis of FWC in the upper, most variable layer of the Arctic Ocean, particularly because salinity records are generally much noisier than temperature records.
Most historical (prior to the 1980s) observations used Nansen bottles to obtain water samples and measure temperatures and salinities. Although they have rather coarse vertical resolution, these data provide reasonable horizontal coverage for the purposes of this research, and the multiyear coverage makes the data an invaluable resource for understanding interannual variations of the water-mass structure within the Arctic Ocean. The typical measurement errors are 0.01°C for temperature and 0.02 for titrated salinity. In recent years observations have been based on conductivitytemperature-depth (CTD) measurements, which have accuracies an order of magnitude greater than the bottle measurements. For each central Arctic Ocean oceanographic profile, salinity was averaged over constant-thickness (z) layers of 0-100, 0-150, 50-100, and 100-150 m and also over variable-thickness layer limited by the sea surface and by a density surface of ϭ 27.35. On average, the depth of this surface is 140-150 m, which is slightly above the AW upper boundary defined by the 0°C isotherm. Because of noise in the data (which is probably due to strong undersampled variability), estimates of salinity anomalies within the 0-50-m layer precluded meaningful conclusions (not shown). The vertically averaged water salinities were then reduced to their anomalies (SЈ) by subtracting local monthly means. FWC anomalies (FWCЈ, m) were calculated by dividing SЈ by local climatological means and multiplying by the local thickness of the upper layer similar to Curry and Mauritzen (2005) . To our knowledge, Aagaard and Carmack (1989) were the first who suggested to use different reference salinities for FWC budgets for different high-latitude regions. Linear interpolation was used throughout this study to obtain FWC spatial distributions.
The FWC anomalies (FWCЈ) were then used to compute composite time series (Fig. 3) . We employed the so-called grid-averaging method that was used for the analysis of the long-term variability of the intermediate AWCT of the Arctic Ocean (Polyakov et al. 2004 ) and of the water temperature and salinity of the North Atlantic (Polyakov et al. 2005) . In this method, the Arctic Ocean is divided into 10 boxes of approximately equal areas (Fig. 1) , and individual (snapshot) FWC anomalies in these boxes are averaged within a given year and box to produce 10 regional time series (FWCЈ). The length of the regional composite records together with regional vertically averaged salinity means and standard deviations is shown in Table 1 . The resulting average regional time series of FWCЈ for each grid box are averaged again, taking into account the areas of each box, to obtain a single "global" time series (km 3 , Fig. 3 ). The same method was also used to generate composite time series of salinity anomalies (not shown) and thickness of the upper-Arctic Ocean layer (reduced to anomalies by subtracting long-term mean, as is shown in Fig. 3 ). It is important to emphasize that our budget estimates are estimates of anomalies and not means.
For consistency, the grid-averaging method was also used to compute a composite FWC anomaly time series for the Siberian marginal seas (Fig. 4 ). There were, however, some important differences. First, we used the entire collection of available data (13978, 7839, 6101, and 7396 oceanographic stations from the Kara, Laptev, East Siberian, and Chukchi seas, respectively, totaling to almost 35 000 stations) to build monthly and annual climatologies for each sea. For each month, available original data were interpolated on a grid with a uniform 50-km horizontal resolution and a 1-m vertical resolution covering the areas marked by the green line in Fig. 1 . Next, for each original profile, salinity was integrated vertically over constant-depth (z) layers of (Steele and Ermold 2005) , our choice of a 50-m depth limit as primary for our study is well justified. Local FWC anomalies were then interpolated into each grid cell with a 150-km search radius and the resulting single basinwide time series for each sea was obtain by averaging the gridded time series (Fig. 4) .
The composite time series for the entire Siberian shelf is obtained as a sum (weighted by the area of the sea) of the four time series (Fig. 4, top) .
The analysis area for the Greenland Sea is limited by 72°30Ј-80°N and 40°W-0°. This region is defined based on temperature and salinity climatic distributions where outflow of waters from the Arctic Ocean within the East Greenland Current is important. The number of stations used for this analysis is 7404. The data coverage is good considering the small area of the region, however their density deteriorates toward Greenland. Analysis was based on the grid-averaging method with the grid steps of 0.25°along latitudes and 0.5°along longitudes. Seasonal signal was removed using monthly climatologies that were built using 150-km search radius. Estimates of salinity/FWC anomalies for the upper 50 m of the Barents Sea are based on 74 280 observations summarized in Matishov et al. 1998 . For analysis of long-term changes of ice volume and area we use various sources of observational data including upward-looking sonar (ULS), submarinebased, satellite, and Soviet ice landing observations blended with an advanced assimilation technique. This technique is based on estimates of Arctic ice age (Belchansky et al. 2005b ) and drift (Fowler 2003) derived from satellite imagery. Sea ice thickness during 1982-2003 is estimated using neural network (NN) and reverse-chronology algorithms that assimilate in situ and quasi-observational data (Belchansky et al. 2004a (Belchansky et al. , 2005a (Belchansky et al. ,b, 2006 . Description of the assimilation technique is presented in appendix A. Robustness of our estimates is discussed in appendix B.
Long-term trends and variations of Arctic Ocean freshwater content
The time series of upper ( layer) Arctic Ocean FWC anomalies (Fig. 3 ) displays a combination of decadal and multidecadal variability, with generally lower values (i.e., saltier ocean) in the 1910s-30s and in recent decades, and higher values (i.e., fresher ocean) in the 1950s-60s. Even though statistical significance of our estimates for particular years deteriorates in the earlier part of the record, a few available observations indicate that freshening dominated the FWC anomalies in the early twentieth century. The differences between longterm averages (horizontal red lines in Fig. 3 , see also Table 2 ) emphasize different FWC conditions during prolonged fresher and saltier periods.
Time series of FWC anomalies for the upper 100-and 150-m z layers are also shown in Fig. 3 . Similarity between z-and -layer records is evident. For example, a shift toward more saline conditions in the 1920s-30s and in recent decades is pronounced in all records. The latter salinification agrees with observational and modeling estimates (Steele and Boyd 1998; Häkkinen and Proshutinsky 2004; Swift et al. 2005; Steele and Ermold 2007) . There are, however, some important differences between the z-and -layer estimates: while the latest transition from a fresher to a saltier state occurred in the layer in the mid-1970s, the timing of this transition within the z layers is shifted toward more recent decades. Moreover, z-layer FWC anomalies are substantially amplified (in some cases more than doubled) compared with -layer anomalies ( Table 2 and Fig. 3) . Occurrence of the AW core and upper boundary in the central Arctic Ocean in the 1990s at a shallower depth than during the 1970s is well documented Swift et al. 1997; Polyakov et al. 2004 ) and there should be no surprise at finding a strong contribution of isopycnal heaving caused by enhanced AW inflow in shaping FWC anomalies in the upper-ocean z layers. Thus, limiting analysis by the z-layer approach we may obscure the real magnitude and causes of widespread persistent changes in the upper-ocean watermass structure. Our analysis, indeed, demonstrates that enhanced AW inflow working in unison with changes in 1920-2003 1955-2003 1920-36 1937-72 1975-2003 Arctic Ocean . The z-layer-based FWC trends are substantially amplified compared with the -layer-based estimates (Table 2 and Fig. 3 ). Note however that these estimates (except the trend for the 0-150-m z layer) have low statistical significance. Analyzing trends of various atmospheric, ice, and oceanic parameters, it was shown that the trends are strongly modulated by pronounced decadal and multidecadal variability, which may in some cases overwhelm long-term trends (Polyakov and Johnson 2000; Polyakov et al. 2003a Polyakov et al. ,b, 2004 ). This conclusion may be extended to the FWC fluctuations showing oscillatory behavior of trends (Table 2 ). For example, during the previous 80 yr (since the 1920s) anomalous FWC trends were positive. However, the upper Arctic Ocean was fresher in the 1950s-60s and saltier in recent decades, so that from the 1950s onward the data show a tendency toward a saltier upper ocean. This analysis underscores the inherent difficulty in differentiating between trends and long-term fluctuations.
Maps of FWC anomalies for the layer provide clear evidence of sustained and widespread salinification of the upper Arctic Ocean over the past several decades (Fig. 5 ). For example, in the 1950s-60s, associated with the negative phase of multidecadal variability, both composite time series and maps show strong freshening in the upper Arctic Ocean, probably due to enhanced outflow of fresh polar water through straits (Figs. 3 and 5) . Decadal signal is also clearly seen in the spatial distributions and its magnitude is comparable to the magnitude of the longer time scale signal ( both natural layers of the Arctic Ocean. Note that spatially averaged differences of upper-layer thickness anomalies nearly compensate for each other at the decadal time scale (cf. 143 m for the fresher phases and 144 m for the saltier phases) whereas at the multidecadal time scale the differences are larger (cf. 142 m for the fresher phase versus 137 m for the saltier phase, Figs. 5 and 6). This difference in the spatial decadal and multidecadal distributions may shed light on the reasons why the time series of the upper-layer thickness anomalies misses the decadal signal whereas it is well pronounced in the time series of FWC anomalies (Fig. 3) .
A somewhat different angle on long-term FWC changes within the upper-Arctic Ocean water masses is given by volumetric -S plots ( is potential temperature, S is salinity, Figs. 7 and 8) showing the volumes of water found in -S bins 0.33°C ϫ 0.5 in size. Giving multiyear bin-average values, the histograms illustrate gain or loss of water by the main water-mass constituents where the dominant water masses are the halocline waters of different origins, characterized by Ϫ1.5°C Ͻ Ͻ 0°C and S Ͼ 33, and the cold surface waters with temperatures near the freezing point ( Ͻ Ϫ1.5°C). Our water-mass census shows substantial long-term variations. For example, with volumetric single-bin fluctuations of up to 30-40 km 3 the halocline and surface waters form a bipolar pattern of multiyear anomaly fluctuations with water losses by the halocline and gains by relatively warm and fresh waters in recent decades (Fig.  7c) . Decadal anomaly fluctuations also show substantial reduction in the volume of halocline waters (but to a lesser degree compared with the longer-scale variations); however, dominating blue peaks at the lowest temperature bins indicate that the volume of surface waters was increased (Fig. 8c) . Note that all the above estimates are statistically significant at the 98% level.
Factors controlling the upper-Arctic Ocean freshwater content a. Shelf-central basin interactions
In this section, potential sources for the observed long-term changes found in the central Arctic Ocean FWC will be sought and we begin with the role of river discharge and Arctic shelves. Over the last 80 yr the Siberian shelf FWC has shown substantial changes with FIG. 6 . Spatial distributions of the Arctic Ocean (top) FWC anomalies and (bottom) thickness of the upper layer defined by the ϭ 27.35 surface averaged over phases of the decadal mode with (left) increasing (1958-63, 1968-70, 1977-82) and (center) decreasing (1953-57, 1964-67, 1971-76 generally fresher waters in the 1930s and recent decades and saltier waters in the 1940s-60s (Figs. 4 and 9) . The overall freshening tendency agrees with the previous estimates made by Steele and Ermold (2005) . Regional FWC anomalies demonstrate substantial departures from this general pattern with a particularly striking lack of variation on the Chukchi Sea shelf (Fig. 4) , which is well supported by a lack of consistent trend in the observed water flux through the Bering Strait in 1990 -2004 (Woodgate et al. 2005 . The East Siberian Sea was the largest contributor to the freshening in recent decades and salinification in the mid-twentieth century, whereas freshening in the 1920s-30s was mostly dominated by contributions from the Kara Sea (Table 2) . Long-term FWC trends provide additional evidence for the dominating freshening tendency on the Siberian shelf, with an accelerated rate of freshwater accumulation beginning in the 1940s-50s; in consequence, since the late-1950s the Siberian shelves have accumulated 10 197 Ϯ 6435 km 3 of freshwater (Fig. 4  and Table 2 ). Increased input of river discharge that started in the mid-1960s led to an important cumulative contribution to the observed freshening over the Siberian shelves of near 2800 km 3 of freshwater over the last 35 yr ( Fig. 9 ; cumulative values are estimated using linear trends). For the Siberian shelf FWC the 1960s marked the turning point from sustained negative (saltier) anomalies to positive (fresher) anomalies (Fig.  9) ; however the magnitude of the shift between the 1960s and the 1990s-early 2000s did not exceed several hundred cubic kilometers (Fig. 4) , presumably due to the moderating effect of exchanges with the Arctic Ocean interior that was becoming increasingly salty, and to ice formation processes. According to Peterson et al. (2006) , the magnitude of freshwater inputs from melting glaciers was small and could not have made an important contribution to the FWC changes over the Arctic shelves. The exchanges between Arctic shelves and central basin are highly variable and are subject to a regulatory mechanism driven by alternating anticyclonic and cyclonic atmospheric circulation regimes (Steele and Boyd 1998; Johnson and Polyakov 2001) . For example, observational data and results of coupled ice-ocean models suggest that the shift of atmospheric circulation patterns to more cyclonic in recent decades has resulted in an eastward diversion of Russian rivers (Steele and Boyd 1998; Dickson 1999; Johnson and Polyakov 2001; Maslowski et al. 2001) . It is evident that there was a shift of wind pattern over the periods of saltier/fresher Arctic shelves: winds in 1973-99 had an alongcoast component, while in 1937-72 the prevailing winds were toward the central Eurasian Basin (Fig. 5) . Changes in sea level pressure (SLP)-wind pattern are not as obvious when we consider the decadal mode of variability (Fig. 6) ; however, the SLP-wind patterns for the periods associated not with the decadal peaks (like in Fig. 6) but with slopes of FWC decadal anomalies (as suggested by J. Walsh, not shown) become surprisingly similar to the longer-scale patterns (Fig. 5) . Thus, projecting results of the earlier studies onto the observed SLP/FWC anomaly patterns, we conclude that the atmospheric circulation regimes drove substantial changes in the Arctic Ocean hydrography.
One of the most striking features of FWC anomalies for the central basin and its shelves is that central-basin anomalies exceed those on the shelf by one order of magnitude (Fig. 9 , see also Figs. 3 and 4 and Table 2 ). In addition, level changes also suggested out-of-phase variations over the Arctic shelves and deep basin . We conclude that the FWC anomalies generated on Arctic shelves (including river discharge inputs) cannot trigger the observed long-term FWC variations in the central Arctic Ocean; to the contrary, they tend to moderate long-term central-basin FWC changes.
b. Vertical exchanges: Inputs from net precipitation and AW
Now we discuss potential causes for the central Arctic Ocean FWC changes and we start with the impact of long-term variations of the net precipitation (precipitation minus evaporation, PϪE ) over the Arctic Ocean. Time series of annual PϪE anomalies is derived from the 40-yr European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40) dataset and kindly provided by J. Walsh (for further details, see Peterson et al. 2006 ). Similar to the river discharge, the PϪE input was increased from the mid1960s leading to a cumulative freshwater contribution of ϳ3150 km 3 over the last 35 yr (Fig. 9) . The PϪE input varies in opposition to changes of the upperArctic Ocean FWC, the magnitude of the PϪE anomalies is measured by hundreds of cubic kilometers (not by thousands of cubic kilometers like the central Arctic Ocean FWC anomalies); their cumulative effect is rather modest (not shown), and cannot explain the observed salinification of the central basin over recent decades.
What impact might changes of the AW inflow have on the upper-Arctic Ocean FWC anomalies? In addition to the FWC variations in different layers of the upper Arctic Ocean, Fig. 3 illustrates the FWC changes due to intrusion of the AW from below. As evidenced from comparison of the observed changes in the 0-100-and 100-150-m z layers, the long-sustained freshening/ salinification of the upper ocean was not induced by the AW since the lower-layer changes were much weaker compared with the changes in the upper 100-m layer of the Arctic Ocean. To further illustrate this conclusion we constructed two additional composite time series of FWC anomalies for the 50-100-and 100-150-m layers (Fig. 3e) . These time series provide additional evidence that changes in the upper layer were noticeably greater than changes in the lower layer (Fig. 3 , see also Table  2 ). Thus, our analysis does not support the model-based hypothesis proposed by Zhang et al. (1998) and Häk-kinen and Proshutinsky (2004) that the AW inflow may explain freshwater variations in the central basin. Note that elevation of the AW upper boundary in recent decades may result in a stronger impact of the AW on the upper-ocean water-mass structure via vertical mixing; however, based on available observational data we cannot quantify freshwater fluxes related to entrainment of the AW waters in the upper layer.
c. Role of ice-cover fluctuations
Now let us consider impacts that ice-volume variations have on changes in the upper-Arctic Ocean freshwater storage. Figure 10 shows estimates of ice-volume anomalies for 1982-2002 over the central basin and its Siberian shelf based on the NN assimilation technique (see appendix A for details of the NN method). Annual ice-thickness variations simulated by several models show surprisingly similar variations (see Fig. 12 from Rothrock et al. 2003) . Similar to the oceanic FWC changes, ice-volume variations in the Arctic Ocean interior were much larger than those over the central basin's margins, exceeding for some years 1000 km 3 . During the 1980s some ice thickening (and associated salinification of the upper ocean, Fig. 10 ) resulted from persistent high-pressure conditions, colder surface air temperatures (SATs; Comiso 2003) and a stronger Beaufort Gyre (Rigor et al. 2002) . In the late 1980s, when the atmospheric circulation shifted to a cyclonic phase, sea ice volume began decreasing (making the upper ocean fresher) because of longer melt seasons (Smith 1998; Belchansky et al. 2004b ) and accelerated export of the oldest ice from the Arctic (Rigor and Wallace 2004; Belchansky et al. 2005b ). Since the mid1990s, despite a persistence of long melt seasons (Belchansky et al. 2008 ) and record minimum extents (Serreze et al. 2003; Stroeve et al. 2005) , the slight gain of sea ice volume in the central Arctic points out that extreme ice retreats do not imply ubiquitous thinning. Note that estimates of the ice-volume change rates based on the NN assimilation technique may have some bias due to lack of observational data in the area of heaviest, thickest ice adjacent to the Canadian Archipelago and northern Greenland coasts and due to a possible lack of ridged ice, which contribution was included via assimilation of submarine ice-thickness data and divergence/convergence index in forcing only. There is conflicting evidence regarding what component of the ice-thickness distribution (deformed or undeformed) contributed most to the observed loss in ice volume (e.g., Yu et al. 2004; Rothrock and Zhang 2005) .
We still did not find a plausible explanation for the observed salinification in the central upper Arctic Ocean over recent decades; however, the modeling study by Johnson and Polyakov (2001) may provide a useful hint. The shift of atmospheric circulation pattern discussed in section 4a in relation to observed FWC anomalies over the Arctic shelves had one more important implication: increased Arctic atmospheric cyclonicity in recent decades, which produced a record minimum in ice extent (Belchansky et al. 2005a; Stroeve et al. 2005) . Analysis of results of numerical experiments revealed that increased brine formation due to enhanced ice production in numerous leads in the ice cover was essential to forming the positive salinity anomalies in the Eurasian Basin (Johnson and Polyakov 2001) . According to these experiments, the strong salinization over the Eurasian Basin altered the formation of cold halocline waters. Swift et al. (2005) in an analysis of observational data also found that the central part of the Eurasian Basin was saltier in recent decades, and related this to enhanced ice production and salinization. They argued, however, that the salinization in the 1990s originated in the Eurasian Basin interior, not on the Laptev Sea shelf as the modeling results by Johnson and Polyakov (2001) suggested. Our analysis of regional anomalies shows that the salinization observed in the 1990s originated in region 10 covering the eastern, not central, part of the Eurasian Basin in close proximity to the Laptev Sea (Fig. 1) , but not in the Laptev Sea proper (Fig. 4) . Later this anomaly progressed to region 7, and in the late 1990s the weakened signal was found in region 3 supporting in general the scheme of anomaly propagation suggested by the model. Regardless of the exact location of the maximum ice production, this mechanism should be considered among the major contributors to the observed FWC changes in the upper Arctic Ocean.
To further examine and quantify the contribution of ice production to variability of the upper-central-ocean FWC, we estimated the rates of ice production due to changes both in atmospheric thermodynamical forcing and in ice area. The net heat flux was calculated using bulk formulas similar to those used in numerical Arctic Ocean models. Averaged over the area of the central Arctic Ocean, this flux was then used to calculate equivalent ice thickness. Multiplied by ice-free area it produced an estimate of annual ice production (km 3 ) and upper-ocean salinification (Fig. 10) . The bulk of estimated salinification was due to an increase of icefree area, but not to direct atmospheric forcing. The salinification occurred with a rate of Ϫ91 Ϯ 47 km 3 yr Ϫ1 , which is a much higher rate of change compared with any other previously discussed freshwater inputs suggesting that the ice production may be among major driving forces for the observed changes of the upperArctic Ocean water masses (however, more research is necessary to quantify competing inputs from ice melt and export of ice through straits). These estimates are well supported by substantial rejuvenation of Arctic ice observed over recent decades (Rigor and Wallace 2004; Belchansky et al. 2005b) . Modeling results of Polyakov and Johnson (2000) also suggested that increased atmospheric cyclonicity in the 1990s favored lighter ice conditions in the Eurasian Basin when cyclonic winds flush multiyear ice from this area, and about 40% of multiyear thick ice to the north of the Laptev Sea has been replaced by thinner ice, in qualitative corroboration with observations. Lindsay and Zhang (2005) using modeling results also argued that since 1989 change of atmospheric circulation caused flushing of old ice out of the basin and an increase in the summer open water extent. The satellite-based records are short relative to the composite time series of the Arctic FWC anomalies (Figs. 3 and 4) ; however we speculate that ice-ocean interactions (as suggested by the above modeling results) have always been of major importance for FWC changes in the upper Arctic Ocean.
d. Role of exchanges with neighboring basins
Direct long-term observations of ice and water exchange between the Arctic Ocean and the North Atlantic are nonexistent. Therefore, in this study we use the FWC anomalies of the Barents and western Greenland Seas as indicators of these exchanges. Figure 9 shows that in general, sustained phases of freshening in the central Arctic Ocean are associated with salinification in these two seas (with much stronger anomalies in the Greenland Sea) and vice versa similar to out-ofphase Siberian shelf-central basin FWC variations. A few exceptions are the 1970s and 2000-02 when the anomalies were of the same sign. This seems paradoxical since much of the upper-Greenland Sea variability is advected from upstream locations in the Arctic Ocean by the East Greenland Current (EGC) through Fram Strait (Swift 1986; Aagaard et al. 1991; Woodgate et al. 1999) ) would explain the observed salinity decrease of dS gr ϭ 0.2 in the upper 150 m of the Greenland Sea between the two decades centered on 1965 and 1995. This is a moderate change for the EGC, which is famous for its rather high speed [e.g., Muench et al. (1992) estimated an average speed of 8 cm s Ϫ1 in the upper 35-150 m of the EGC; our suggested change of flow is within 1% of this value]. It would require altering this anomalous outflow by only 20% to offset the observed recent salinification of the Arctic Ocean. This estimate does not imply that impacts of highlatitude FWC changes are of minor importance for the sub-Arctic hydrological regime and Fig. 9 provides clear evidence that since 1980 the Greenland and Barents Seas, while remaining fresher than normal, became increasingly salty at approximately the same rate as did the Arctic Ocean. However, it strongly suggests that intensity of ice-water exchanges through straits connecting the Arctic Ocean with subpolar basins is of primary importance for the supply of Arctic freshwater to subpolar basins. We conclude that changes in largescale atmospheric and oceanic circulation may have a more profound effect on the freshwater flux to subpolar basins than variations of the Arctic Ocean FWC. Note also a possibility for enhanced transport of high-latitude freshwater to pass the Greenland and Iceland Seas without mixing with surrounding waters as suggested by Rudels et al. (2005) based on 2002 winter observations.
What impact does the link between the Arctic Ocean and the North Atlantic have on FWC changes in the Arctic Ocean? Steele and Ermold (2007) suggested that the observed salinification in the 1970s was caused by sustained draining of freshwater from the Arctic Ocean in response to winds, and this loss of freshwater was probably balanced by enhanced salty AW inflow. Modeling results of Polyakov and Johnson (2000) showed that increased atmospheric cyclonicity in the 1940s through early 1950s and in the late 1980s-1990s favored an additional export of Arctic ice and freshwater into the Greenland and Barents Seas. The timing of simulated enhanced ice and freshwater export resembles major features of FWC changes (Fig. 3) , attesting to a close connection between freshening/salinification in the central Arctic Ocean and ice and water outflows. However, further research is required to provide quantitative estimates of impacts freshwater fluxes may have on high-latitude FWC changes. There are also indications that the Canadian Archipelago may be another important conduit for the Arctic freshwater to the North Atlantic subpolar basin (Reverdin et al. 1997 ) but we do not have sufficient data to refine this conclusion.
Conclusions
We examined long-term variability in the freshwater content of the Arctic Ocean and its shelves using highlatitude hydrographic measurements going back to the late nineteenth-early twentieth century. This Arctic Ocean dataset was complemented by observational data from the Greenland and Barents Seas as well as by estimates of spatiotemporal distributions of ice volume based on an advanced assimilation technique using data from decades of satellite observations. Inputs of river discharge and PϪE were also used for our analyses. Despite gaps in the early part of the oceanographic records and shorter time series available for ice, atmospheric, and terrestrial parameters, the combination of these observational records proved to be invaluable in analysis of long-term variations of the Arctic Ocean FWC and factors controlling these variations. We summarize our primary conclusions as follows:
• Over the twentieth century the central Arctic Ocean became increasingly saltier with a rate of 239 Ϯ 270 km 3 decade
Ϫ1
; long-term FWC trends over the Siberian shelf provide evidence for a generally opposite tendency with freshening dominating at a rate of 29 Ϯ 50 km 3 decade Ϫ1 .
• These FWC trends are modulated by strong multidecadal variability with sustained and widespread spatiotemporal patterns.
• Similar spatial patterns of anomalies in the upperlayer thickness, depth of the intermediate Atlantic Water core temperature, and SLP anomalies suggest a close connection between large-scale atmospheric circulation and Arctic oceanic conditions. • The FWC anomalies generated on Arctic shelves (including river discharge inputs) and those caused by net atmospheric precipitation were too small to trig- In the broader view, we demonstrate a strikingly coherent pattern of long-term variations of the key Arctic climate parameters and strong coupling of long-term changes in the Arctic climate system with those at lower latitudes on large spatiotemporal scales. Figure 11 displays remarkably coherent low-frequency variations of the Arctic surface air temperature, Arctic Ocean FWC, and intermediate Atlantic Water core temperature, fastice thickness, and North Atlantic sea surface temperature. Elucidating the mechanisms behind this relationship will be critical to our understanding of the complex nature of low-frequency variability found in the Arctic and at lower latitudes and its impact on the climate change. FIG. 11 . Comparative long-term evolution of key components of the Arctic/North Atlantic climate system. Composite time series of 6-yr running mean anomalies of (from top to bottom) the Arctic surface air temperature (Polyakov et al. 2003a) , upper 150-m Arctic Ocean FWC, fast ice thickness (Polyakov et al. 2003b) , intermediate Atlantic Water core temperature of the Arctic Ocean (Polyakov et al. 2004) , and upper 300-m North Atlantic water salinity (Polyakov et al. 2005) are shown. These time series show striking resemblance.
liable spatiotemporal distributions of Arctic sea ice thickness using data from decades of satellite observations (Belchansky et al. 2008 ). This technique reconstructs monthly ice-thickness fields of the Arctic Ocean with adjacent Laptev, East Siberian, Chukchi, and Beaufort Seas using a 25-km resolution Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) polar stereographic grid. Our technique is based on the premise that the monthly ice thickness of any ice-covered grid cell results from its prehistory of combined effects of various dynamical and thermodynamical impacts the ice has experienced along its lifetime drift trajectory. Estimates of Arctic ice concentration (more information is available online at http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/nsidc0079_bootstrap_ seaice.gd.html), ice age (Belchansky et al. 2005b) , and ice drift (Fowler 2003) derived from satellite imagery are used to define these ice-drift trajectories. The atmospheric thermodynamical forcing is specified via net short-and longwave radiation. An additional atmospheric parameter is provided by an empirical formula that relates freezing rate to the number of "freezing degree-days." This formula has been widely used in Russian Arctic research, and its thermodynamical justification is presented by Doronin (1970) . Effects of ice dynamics are incorporated via ice-drift velocity and an ice divergence/convergence index, which is based on estimates of ice drift and is close to zero when ice conditions are divergent and about 1 when ice convergence is increased. These forcing parameters were chosen from many others (see discussion in appendix B).
Using available ice-thickness observations simultaneously with the forcing allows us to develop an effective assimilation NN algorithm and compute gridded ice thicknesses (Belchansky et al. 2004a (Belchansky et al. , 2005a (Belchansky et al. , 2008 . Via a learning process based on available ice-thickness observations, the NN builds decision surfaces of any configuration from a wide class of functions without a priori assumptions about their distribution laws. Submarine ULS ice-draft profiles (Tucker et al. 1998 ) and ice-coring data from aircraft landing observations (ALO; Romanov 2004) were used as the NN learning and testing data. Estimates of the NN weight coefficients are obtained using the ULS dataset by assigning the median ice draft to the midpoint location of observational segments, and using the ALO drill hole dataset using prevailing ice type (without correction for hummocking).
Estimating high-order nonlinear relationships requires the NN to possess complex internal structure. Trial and error tests indicated that a three-layer perceptron without shortcut connections with 7-12-1 topology optimized NN complexity, computational efficiency, and ability to assimilate the learning data. Hidden neurons have a logistic (sigmoid) activation function, input and output neurons have an identity activation function (i.e., input neurons pass their input values to hidden neurons without changes. The output of the output neuron is the weighted sum of its inputs and bias). We used a resilient propagation algorithm for the learning process. This algorithm prevents overfitting (Belchansky et al. 2008) . Ten NNs were constructed by randomly splitting the learning data, using one half for learning and the other half for testing, and repeating the procedure 10 times. Monthly ice-thickness maps were created by accumulating the atmospheric forcing parameters along the drift tracks of each grid cell during its prehistory, using these cumulative forcing estimates as input to each of the 10 NNs, and averaging the 10 sea ice-thickness estimates.
For calculation of ice production as a contributor to salinity modification we used a module of a numerical Arctic Ocean model computing thermodynamical forcing for ice-free ocean and/or ice surfaces. This model was widely used for analysis of Arctic ice-ocean interactions (e.g., Polyakov and Johnson 2000; Johnson and Polyakov 2001) . Using bulk formulas, the module diagnosed the net heat flux over open water driven by daily winds and air temperatures and other atmospheric parameters used in parameterized surface heat fluxes. National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis provided daily surface air temperature and winds. Computed fluxes were then used to calculate equivalent ice thickness. Multiplied by ice-free area it produced an estimate of annual ice production and upper-ocean salinification shown in Fig. 10 . The bulk of estimated salinification was due to an increase of icefree area (which explains 84% of its variance), but not to direct atmospheric forcing.
APPENDIX B

Robustness of Analyses
a. Ice-volume NN-based assimilation technique
Twenty-two parameters (including heat fluxes, SAT and SLP, wind speed, relative humidity, ice concentration, ice-drift velocity, and ice divergence/convergence) were tested as candidates for forcing. Stepwise regression analyses and network trials indicated that only those few described in appendix A yielded a methodologically stable and parsimonious subset. These parameters were used in the NN assimilation algorithm. Since the sea ice-thickness distribution function was not symmetrical, the NN learning and testing datasets included mean, median, and modal estimates of ice thickness that were 2.64, 2.14, and 1.61 m, respectively. Correlation coefficients between mean and median estimates is 0.97 [standard deviation (SD) ϭ 0.26 m], between mean and modal estimates is 0.85 (SD ϭ 0.49 m), and between median and modal estimates is 0.91 (SD ϭ 0.29 m). Since median estimates were "resistant" to the noise in the data, medians were used for NN learning and testing. An extensive comparison of the computed NN-based estimates of ice thickness with available observational data was performed (Table B1) . We find that, in general, our estimates are computed quite accurately. However, there are rather wide uncertainty margins in ice-volume time series (Fig. 10) and a relatively high level of standard errors as seen from Table  B1 . The neural network estimates are similar to those obtained by conventional thermodynamic models (e.g., Rothrock et al. 2003) . These errors may be attributed to uncertainties in atmospheric forcing; local estimates based on a few available observations may also increase the level of noise seen in the records. Note also that no in situ data have ever been collected at commensurate temporal and spatial scales that could be used to truly validate the NN monthly estimates for network's 625 km 2 pixels.
b. Testing robustness of the composite FWC anomalies
A lack of observations places constraints on our ability to establish spatial and temporal patterns of longterm Arctic Ocean FWC variability. For example, the relatively short instrumental records make it difficult to infer firm, statistically sound conclusions about the exact time scales of multidecadal variability. The spatial coverage of available observational data rapidly deteriorates toward the earlier part of the twentieth century. Inadequate annual spatial coverage, even in the recent decades, may become a major obstacle for the understanding of mechanisms critical in the transition from one phase of multidecadal variability to another. It certainly has some impact on the computed annual anomalies presented by the composite FWC time series, which is expressed by widened uncertainty margins in the earlier parts of the records (Figs. 3 and 4) . This may impact the estimates of magnitude of the FWC anomalies. Both the lack of observational data in the earlier part of the records and the large-amplitude multidecadal climate variability affecting the Arctic FWC changes may confound detection of the true underlying climate trend over the past century attributable to anthropogenic effects.
Despite the scarcity of observational data in the earlier part of the twentieth century, spatially and temporally averaged estimates presented in this study provide valuable insight into Arctic Ocean FWC variability. Four different groups of people were involved in processing oceanographic information and in independently composing FWC time series for different highlatitude regions (Figs. 3, 4, and 9 ). Consistent results (Fig. 11 ) also supports this conclusion. Sensitivity of our regional statistical estimates presented in Table 1 to region size, location, and averaging procedure within each box measures the robustness of our analysis. For example, averaged over the 10 regions of the central Arctic Ocean, the standard error of estimating FWC mean and standard deviation for "standard" regions ( Fig. 1) and for reduced-size regions (by approximately a half of their area) is about 0.03 and 0.02, respectively. Statistical estimates based on different methods of calculating annual means within each region (simple spatial averaging versus distanceweighted averaging) do not differ significantly. The long-term FWC mean anomalies (red horizontal lines in Fig. 3 ) associated with the multidecadal peak values exceed the confidence intervals and thus are statistically significant; because of the large number of observations the error bars for these long-term mean anomalies are indistinguishable from the horizontal lines. Sensitivity of composite FWC anomaly time series for the Siberian marginal seas (Fig. 4) to grid resolution and radius of interpolation (used to build monthly and annual climatologies) was also evaluated. This analysis also shows robustness of the estimates for the FWC anomalies. For example, alternating the grid resolution within a wide range of 20-150 km resulted in highly correlated (R Ͼ 0.97) composite time series of the Laptev Sea FWC anomalies with standard deviations varying within 4%-13% only. A sensitivity analysis of the composite time series of upper ( layer) Arctic Ocean FWC anomalies to the noise in the original data was measured. To estimate this, we added a random uniformly distributed noise to the original vertically integrated salinities. This random noise was calculated using three standard errors based on the entire set of salinities available for this layer. The resulting noisy composite time series were compared with the original time series calculating their correlation and SD. This process was repeated 1000 times and correlation was always Ͼ0.99 and the largest SD difference was 26 km 3 , suggesting that the FWC anomalies analyzed in this study cannot be attributed to random noise. We also estimated sensitivity of the composite time series of upper ( layer) Arctic Ocean FWC anomalies to the choice of the mean referenced salinity [i.e., fixed 34.8 versus local climatological mean as suggested by Curry and Mauritzen (2005) ]. Two composite time series were highly correlated (R Ͼ 0.99) with slightly (Ϸ6%) suppressed SD in case of the fixed salinity.
